MADE
IN THE

USA

SCISSOR LIFTS
CAROUSEL
SCISSOR LIFT
TABLES

DOUBLE WIDE
SCISSOR LIFT
TABLES




Utilized for order
management systems

Designed to handle heavy
and wide loads





Designed to assist in
order picking

Capacity ranges from
2,000 lbs. to 100,000 lbs.





Positions the operator at
the proper level for picking
the correct components

Utilizing double scissor arm
sets that can lift wide
applications with full support

ERGONOMIC
SCISSOR LIFT TABLES






Versatile production
tool for an assembly shop
or manufacturing facility
2,000 lbs. to 6,000 lbs.
standard load capacities
with a variety of travel and
platform size



Utilizes one or more airbags
in place of a cylinder



Low cost, no hydraulic leaks,
no electrical requirements



Easily connects to shop air

Increases productivity while
improving worker ergonomics

HEAVY DUTY
SCISSOR LIFT TABLES


PNEUMATIC
SCISSOR LIFT
TABLES

Extremely heavy duty
construction to handle the
heaviest industrial applications



Capacities ranging from
8,000 lbs. to 20,000 lbs.



Accommodates large
assembly or welding
applications

QUAD SCISSOR
LIFT TABLES


A four scissor arm set lift
designed for very large, long
and wide loads



The length of a Tandem Lift
and the width of a Double
Wide Lift combined



Offers some of our heaviest
lifting capacities

MULTI-TIER
SCISSOR LIFT
TABLES


Perfect scissor lift table
when only a small footprint
is available but a high
amount of travel is needed



Distances of travel range
from 36" up to 120"

TANDEM SCISSOR
LIFT TABLES


Ideal for handling long and
heavy loads



Back to back set of scissor
arms gives the scissor lift the
stability to handle several
types of loads

MAST LIFTS

TILT TABLES



Designed to fit into tight
spaces where a traditional
free standing lift will
not work



Ideal for tilting totes or bins
allowing workers ergonomic
access to components or
assembly parts



Similar to a fork truck, it
lifts from floor level to a
fixed elevation of up to 20'
and can easily be loaded
with a pallet jack



Reduces bending and back
fatigue that is most often
associated with assembly
applications





Capacities vary from
100 lbs. to 8,000 lbs.

Utilized as a stand alone
product or mounted to a table
or scissor lift

UPENDERS




OPTIONS

STAINLESS STEEL

Ideal for the repositioning
of large round and odd
shaped objects such as rolls
or coils
Makes repositioning large
or awkward products simple
and efficient

POWER UNIT OPTIONS





Internal (1 HP and 3 HP) and External
(3 HP, 5 HP, 7 1/2 HP, up to 20 HP)
Power Unit Voltage (Single, 3 phase
and additional options)
Manual Pump
High Cycle Packages

CONTROL OPTIONS











Hand Pendant
Covered Foot Pedal
Push Button Stations
Pedestal
Limit Switch
Proximity Sensor
String Pot
Endcoder
PLCs
E-Stop



Our entire line of products is
available in stainless steel



Corrosion Resistant-Low
corrosion and occasional
washdown applications



Washdown Rated-High
corrosion, frequent washdown
and food processing applications



Sanitary-Sanitary and food
processing applications

ACTUATION OPTIONS




Hydraulic
Pneumatic
Mechanical

DESIGN OPTIONS















Fork Cut Outs
Leg Stiffener Bars
Locating Pins
Maintenance Bars
Mobility/Portability Packages
Skirting
Finishes
Stainless Steel
Beveled Toe Guards
Lifting Brackets
Load Bars
Mechanically Raised Pads
Mounted Conveyor and Equipment
Custom Table Top and Platform Configurations

CUSTOM PRODUCTS
We want to provide you the best product for the application for the best price. You may see “custom” and
think high prices. Our specialty is custom so we do it well and at affordable prices.

Strong Back with
V-Trough Platform

Multi-Tier Lift with Belt
Conveyor

Scissor Lift with
Hydraulic Support Legs
and Manual Turntable

Ergonomic Scissor Lift
with Roller Shade and
UHMW Edges

Heavy Duty High
Cycle Lift with Custom
Platform Top

Narrow Tandem Lift with
Custom Platform Top

TO ORDER OR INQUIRE PLEASE CONTACT
DICK JONES SALES, INC.
258 Baltimore Street
Hanover, PA 17331
Phone 800-441-9955
Fax 800-253-4036
Email dickjones@dickjonessales.com

